NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Alabamians in
2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 21.6 percent in Alabama for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Alabama families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Alabamians uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
258,000 more Alabamians will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Alaskans in 2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 8.5 percent in Alaska for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Alaska families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Alaskans uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
10,000 more Alaskans will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019 because
they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that don’t
provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Arizonans in 2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 20.6 percent in Arizona for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Arizona families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Arizonans uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
222,000 more Arizonans will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Arkansans in
2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 18.8 percent in Arkansas for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Arkansas families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Arkansans uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
147,000 more Arkansans will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Californians in
2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 17.8 percent in California for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class California families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Californians uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
2,087,000 more Californians will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Coloradans in
2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 18.3 percent in Colorado for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Colorado families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Coloradans uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
150,000 more Coloradans will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect People from
Connecticut in 2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 16.5 percent in Connecticut for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Connecticut families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more people from Connecticut uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
69,000 more people from Connecticut will lack comprehensive health coverage in
2019 because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans
that don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Delawareans in
2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 19.9 percent in Delaware for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Delaware families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Delawareans uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
15,000 more Delawareans will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Washingtonians
in 2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 13.6 percent in District of Columbia for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class District of Columbia families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Washingtonians uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
13,000 more Washingtonians will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Floridians in 2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 16.9 percent in Florida for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Florida families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Floridians uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
609,000 more Floridians will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Georgians in 2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 19.5 percent in Georgia for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Georgia families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Georgians uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
242,000 more Georgians will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect People of Hawaii
in 2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 17.5 percent in Hawaii for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Hawaii families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more people of Hawaii uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
19,000 more people of Hawaii will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Idahoans in 2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 17.5 percent in Idaho for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Idaho families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Idahoans uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
60,000 more Idahoans will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019 because
they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that don’t
provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Illinoisans in 2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 19.4 percent in Illinois for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Illinois families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Illinoisans uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
327,000 more Illinoisans will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Hoosiers in 2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 19.6 percent in Indiana for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Indiana families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Hoosiers uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
220,000 more Hoosiers will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Iowans in 2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 15.8 percent in Iowa for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Iowa families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Iowans uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
71,000 more Iowans will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019 because
they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that don’t
provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Kansans in 2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 19.2 percent in Kansas for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Kansas families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Kansans uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
80,000 more Kansans will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019 because
they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that don’t
provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Kentuckians in
2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 18.7 percent in Kentucky for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Kentucky families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Kentuckians uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
46,000 more Kentuckians will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Louisianians in
2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 14 percent in Louisiana for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Louisiana families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Louisianians uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
143,000 more Louisianans will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Mainers in 2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 15.9 percent in Maine for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Maine families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Mainers uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
51,000 more Mainers will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019 because
they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that don’t
provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Marylanders in
2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 18.4 percent in Maryland for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Maryland families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Marylanders uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
92,000 more Marylanders will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Minnesotans in
2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 11.1 percent in Minnesota for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Minnesota families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Minnesotans uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
137,000 more Minnesotans will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Mississippians in
2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 17.2 percent in Mississippi for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Mississippi families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Mississippians uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
89,000 more Mississippians will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Missourians in
2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 18.3 percent in Missouri for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Missouri families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Missourians uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
223,000 more Missourians will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Montanans in
2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 19.8 percent in Montana for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Montana families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Montanans uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
26,000 more Montanans will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Nebraskans in
2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 20.4 percent in Nebraska for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Nebraska families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Nebraskans uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
57,000 more Nebraskans will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Granite Staters in
2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 19.6 percent in New Hampshire for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class New Hampshire families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Granite Staters uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
29,000 more Granite Staters will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect New Mexicans in
2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 9.1 percent in New Mexico for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class New Mexico families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more New Mexicans uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
42,000 more New Mexicans will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect North Carolinians
in 2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 17.8 percent in North Carolina for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class North Carolina families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more North Carolinians uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
402,000 more North Carolinians will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect North Dakotans in
2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 20.8 percent in North Dakota for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class North Dakota families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more North Dakotans uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
14,000 more North Dakotans will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Ohioans in 2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 16.8 percent in Ohio for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Ohio families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Ohioans uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
200,000 more Ohioans will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019 because
they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that don’t
provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Oklahomans in
2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 18.7 percent in Oklahoma for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Oklahoma families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Oklahomans uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
142,000 more Oklahomans will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Pennsylvanians in
2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 19.2 percent in Pennsylvania for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Pennsylvania families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Pennsylvanians uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
268,000 more Pennsylvanians will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Rhode Islanders
in 2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 20.7 percent in Rhode Island for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Rhode Island families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Rhode Islanders uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
12,000 more Rhode Islanders will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect South Carolinians
in 2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 17.2 percent in South Carolina for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class South Carolina families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more South Carolinians uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
154,000 more South Carolinians will lack comprehensive health coverage in
2019 because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans
that don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect South Dakotans
in 2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 21.7 percent in South Dakota for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class South Dakota families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more South Dakotans uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
36,000 more South Dakotans will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Tennesseans in
2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 18.1 percent in Tennessee for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Tennessee families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Tennesseans uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
180,000 more Tennesseans will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Texans in 2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 20.2 percent in Texas for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Texas families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Texans uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
807,000 more Texans will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019 because
they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that don’t
provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Utahns in 2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 18.5 percent in Utah for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Utah families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Utahns uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
121,000 more Utahns will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019 because
they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that don’t
provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Virginians in 2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 19.1 percent in Virginia for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Virginia families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Virginians uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
229,000 more Virginians will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect West Virginians in
2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 20 percent in West Virginia for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class West Virginia families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more West Virginians uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
38,000 more West Virginians will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Wisconsinites in
2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 20 percent in Wisconsin for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Wisconsin families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Wisconsinites uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
130,000 more Wisconsinites will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Wyomingites in
2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 18.6 percent in Wyoming for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Wyoming families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Wyomingites uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
24,000 more Wyomingites will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect New Jerseyans in
2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 10.9 percent in New Jersey for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class New Jersey families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more New Jerseyans uninsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
92,000 more New Jerseyans will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect New Yorkers in
2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 8.8 percent in New York for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class New York families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more New Yorkers uninsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
94,000 more New Yorkers will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Oregonians in
2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 9.1 percent in Oregon for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Oregon families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Oregonians uninsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
52,000 more Oregonians will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Vermonters in
2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 12.2 percent in Vermont for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Vermont families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Vermonters uninsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
19,000 more Vermonters will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Washingtonians
in 2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 13.6 percent in Washington for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Washington families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Washingtonians uninsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
133,000 more Washingtonians will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Michiganders in
2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 12.2 percent in Michigan for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Michigan families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Michiganders uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
203,000 more Michiganders will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

NEW STUDY: How President Trump’s Health Care Sabotage Will Affect Nevadans in 2019
According to a study released by the Urban Institute today:
●

The actions President Trump and Congressional Republicans have taken to sabotage
the health care markets will artificially inflate individual insurance premiums by an
average of 15.2 percent in Nevada for 2019.
o That’s because lawmakers ignored warnings that their sabotage actions -allowing insurance companies to sell junk plans again and ending the Affordable
Care Act’s coverage requirement in the Trump Tax bill -- would hike rates and
leave middle-class Nevada families holding the bill.

●

The sabotage will also leave more Nevadans uninsured or underinsured.
o As a result of the Trump Administration and congressional Republicans’ actions,
57,000 more Nevadans will lack comprehensive health coverage in 2019
because they will either become uninsured or will be enrolled in junk plans that
don’t provide key health benefits.

In response to the report, Protect Our Care Campaign Director Brad Woodhouse released the
following statement:
“Today’s bombshell report shows the high price Americans will pay for Republican health care
sabotage, which is set to artificially inflate premiums by double digits for millions of families this
fall. Health care advocates warned President Trump over and over about the devastating
economic toll his sabotage would take on American families, and now we have the numbers to
prove it. This report shows that Republican sabotage is set not only to spike premiums, but also
to drive millions of Americans off real coverage, leaving them underinsured or uninsured,
meanwhile increasing federal spending by billions.
“Even though much of the damage is done, Trump and his Republican allies in Congress still
have time to work with Democrats on a bipartisan stabilization bill to moderate these premium
spikes, but that window of time is closing quickly as insurance companies start to lock in
premiums for the fall. It’s past time for Republicans in Congress to stand up to Trump’s partisan
war on health care and start cooperating with Democrats to protect our care.”

